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Abstract
The growing cyber-attacks have been consistently threatening
the security of web-based applications, where any
unauthorized access attack is the major cause of complete loss
of control from an application. This paper covers the security
lapses in multifactor authentication, leading to unauthorized
access attack on web applications. The proposed framework is
based on MFA to cater to the access control security, while
designing and implementing an ultra-high business critical
application. This framework leads to the introduction of
flexibility of complex applications as per the available factors
of authentication. The framework supports multi-level safety
and multi-level security, based on the principle of ‘separation
of duties and control’, where each layer is responsible for
enforcing its own security policy. It is described as a
multilayered approach to the multifactor authentication. The
level of assurance of the framework is evaluated and validated
through formal method, and its benefit is demonstrated
through game theory.

accumulates privileges over the time with their job roles and
with gradual changes of assigned tasks or transactions.
Creeping privileges could result to excessive privilege causing
security threat of unauthorized access.
In this paper we address the issues of excessive privilege and
covers how the comfort level security can be achieved in
context of multifactor authentication by applying end-user
intent [4]. We applied the principle of least privilege [3] with
more refined granularity. In Section 2 we present a conceptual
view on multifactor authentication and security threats [5] in
the context of unauthorized access attacks on web
applications. In Section 3 we suggest the guidelines for threat
reduction. In section 4, we present the conceptual details of
comfort level security framework on MFA and in Section 5
we validate the proposed framework by formal methods and
generalize the framework up to ‘n’ factors, to explain how the
framework can act as defense mechanism against
unauthorized access and in section 6 we discuss and conclude
the findings.
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MFA AND SECURITY LAPSES
INTRODUCTION
Authentication is a process of verifying user’s identity in
terms of username, password, multifactor etc. which is
confirmed in two-step process consisting of Identification &
Authentication (I&A). It is treated as a low-level security [1].
Identification is how a user ‘subject’ presents a specific
identity (such as a username) to a system ‘object’. After a
system authenticates a user, authorization determines what a
user is legally authorized to do with a system or resource. It
defines the rights and grants the right permissions to the user
account or process [1]. Right access control methodology is
essential to provide a security mechanism that must be: (i)
non-by-passable, (ii) tamperproof, (iii) verifiable and (iv)
always invokable [2]. Authorization is treated as next level of
security [1]. It ensures proper allocation of access rights after
authentication is successful.
‘What user can do in the current session’ defines the privilege
i.e. range of authority in a login instance [3]. ‘What a user
wants do’ defines user’s intention or willingness to do a
specific action or transaction. When a user has more privilege
or permission than their intended tasks, it delegates the
excessive privilege. It should be revoked when a user is not
intended to be permitted for that task. But no security
framework entertains the user’s intent; though security can be
further strengthened with user intent. The excessive privilege
pertains to the creeping privileges i.e. user account

Multifactor creates a few barriers against intruders, generally
these factors are classified as something you know, you have,
you are or somewhere you are etc. [6]. The knowledge-based
factors are too weak [7], the biometric-based are too
expensive as they are device dependent. By virtues of these,
they may not be sometimes available. The present section
covers a quick glance on some of the prominent multifactor
schemes, their attack vectors and the security lapses.

A. Something you know (1st factor of authentication)
Something you know, i.e. the passwords offer the weakest
authentication mechanisms but still they are the most
prominently used scheme, perhaps due to their cost
effectiveness, speed and user-friendliness. The users routinely
choose passwords, which are easy for them to remember, but
they are also easy to crack for intruders [8].
Now a days, threats and attacks are generally becoming
knowledge based, may be human intensive or automated.
Researchers have revealed the facts that something you know
is easy for an attacker to know [7]. Following are the
perceived threats of such threats:
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The Brute Force Attack: A user can remember only finite
number of characters, and hence something you know is
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breakable if an attacker knows it by trying every possible
sequence of characters.

and has become notably one of the stronger means of the
authentication [6].

The Dictionary Attack: When users try to remember
dictionary words as their credentials, it makes attack
structured, faster and easier as subset of the brute force
attack.

C. Something you are (3rd factor of authentication)



The Hybrid Attack: Starting with dictionary words and
concatenating random characters, attackers can easily
break user’s character-based memory.



The Rainbow Attack: A systems usually stores user’s
password in hashed form. By applying Brute Force
Attack the rainbow tables are already prepared for a given
length of password, with the help of these tables attackers
record the hash value output for each combination of
characters of user’s credentials. It is just a lookup on the
rainbow tables to reveal your original plaintext password.



Replay Attack: The attacker records a legitimate user’s
logon activity over the network for a prolong period,
typically by using protocol analyzer or network analyzer
or a sniffer tool. From this captured data the attacker can
extract user’s packets to the authentication server and
replay them to assume as a legitimate user.



Internet Protocol (IP) Spoofing: An attacker system is
configured to impersonate another system’s IP address
for an attempt to gain access to the targeted system.



Exploiting Security Weaknesses of the Application: By
using vulnerability assessment tools to probe network
systems, the vulnerabilities are identified and used as
exploits for gaining access or breaking-in to the system.



Attack through Social Engineering: The easiest and most
often successful attack to uncover cognitive passwords or
to establish the basis for likelihood of dictionary
passwords. The attacker might also request some
assistance, pretend to be the help desk to reveal the
credentials.

‘Something you are’ relies on the uniqueness of the biological
attributes expensive but strongest form of authentication.
However, users tend to dislike the use of such systems
because it invades one’s personal attributes, such as
fingerprint recognition, Hand geometry systems, Retina or Iris
pattern etc., [6] Fig. 1 depicts the comparative analysis of
various biometric in terms intrusiveness, accuracy, cost &
effort [10]

Figure 1. Intrusiveness, accuracy, cost & effort analysis of
Biometrics[10].
The identified weaknesses in the use of ‘something you are’
include the following:


High cost of the biometric scanning systems and lack of
acceptance by the users.



If a password ‘something you know’ is exposed,
changing it is easy for Authentication, Authorization, and
Auditing.



If you lose your token device ‘something you have’, one
may disable that one and issue a new one easily.
However, if your fingerprint ‘something you are’ is
captured by attackers are impossible to change as
physically belongs to your body and uniquely identify
you for the rest of your life, now reached in the hands of
bad guys [9].

nd

B. Something you have (2 factor of authentication)
Something you have by itself is a relatively weak but stronger
than passwords. An attacker must find a user’s proximity card
in the parking lot or at a restaurant, and instantly becomes a
trusted user on the system providing access to the maximum
extant whatever the legitimate user was authorized for.
This creates an overhead of cost of the devices, cost of the
enrollment system(s) and in few instances, the additional cost
of the readers at every location where authentication is
needed. The devices dependency presents a serious
vulnerability threat if they are lost or stolen. It expects the
trained users for proper usage of the devices and the
vulnerabilities related to its usage and understand the needs to
immediately report as it gets lost or stolen, to disable and
track the missing devices and issue a new one [9].
In general, it has been used as an additional authentication
mechanism in conjunction with a 1st factor of authentication

D. Somewhere you are (4th factor of authentication)
When a user requests to login an application where,
‘somewhere you are’ is another factor of authentication to
uniquely identify an authorized user. This 4th factor could be
used in conjunction, to adjust the level of strength of the
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authentication process. For example, if a user is inside the
workplace (somewhere you are), a user name and password is
acceptable, but unacceptable when she is away from the
workplace, such stronger authentication, might be required for
ultra-high business critical applications [2].

E. Attacks on something you know/you are
‘Something you know’ or ‘you are’ vulnerable for various
attacks. The fraudsters can perform multifactor credential
stealing by gathering users' credentials with the use of a
malicious software or phishing attack [11]. A channel
breaking attack tries to intercept the client server
communication, by masquerading as the server to the client
and vice versa [12]. Man-in-the-browser (MiTB) content
manipulation attack [13] can be performed in application layer
between a user and browser, where an adversary gains the
privileges to read, write, change or delete browser's data,
while the legitimate user remains unaware.
The Browser Rootkit is generally used to extend and/or
customize the browser's functionality [14] but it can also work
as malicious browser extension, for content manipulation
technique by adversary. It makes them capable enough to
completely change the browser's display and/or its behavior
[15]. If ‘something you are’ e.g., your finger prints are
captured by adversary it would be impossible to change as
your fingerprint physically belongs to your body that uniquely
identify you for the rest of your life.
To control unauthorized installation of the browser
extensions, the modern browsers e.g., Firefox, have employed
numerous security measures, which are weak and can easily
bypassed [15]. The browser rootkits hide all traces of
fraudulent activities from the victim machine, while
displaying the expected one to the victim account rather
actuals one. Thereby it removes all fraudulent activity from
the victims’ statements by exploiting DOM elements of the
HTML page.

F. Attacks on something you have
To authenticate the users, the OTP (One-Time-Password)
MFA scheme uses pseudo-random generators or mathematical
algorithms to generate the passwords. However, it is still
vulnerable against man-in-the-middle (MiTM) or MiTB
attacks [16] e.g., Bank of Cyprus uses the DigiPass GO3
token for authenticating its customers' monetary transactions
[17]. For DigiPass GO3 token, a freshly generated OTP must
be typed when, this prerequisite is met the respective browser
rootkit can successfully execute a fraudulent transaction by
changing the transaction data.

adversary can search the mule accounts from different
locations to fulfill the prerequisite before performing such
attack.
Threat is a potential violation of the security of a system - an
event that might have some negative impact [5]. To protect
web applications, it is important to understand the system and
its associated potential threats. Vulnerabilities are actual
security weaknesses or flaws that make the system susceptible
for an attack [5]. An attack is an exploitation of a vulnerability
to realize a threat. The countermeasures are defensive
mechanisms to mitigate the exploitation of vulnerabilities. In
appendix B, the state of the art access control methods or
framework are classified into multifactor. We see that no
single access control mechanism is secure enough to be full
proof [6]. In fact, combining various types of access control
mechanisms are the only means by which a reasonable level
of assurance can be achieved.
The remote login feature of web application is an easy target
for intruders, broadly defined as – granting access when
lawful and denying to unlawfully. We see that most of the
security threats and application security risks are due to
inadequate and improper access control security. Hence,
security evaluation in context of threat reduction is essentially
required of all business-critical web applications That is, it
should allow access to the required function only to the
legitimately authorized users. Serious threats, widespread
theft and misuse of identity credentials have raised the
concern that all the web applications must have highly secure
authentication method [5]. For the objective of threat
reduction, we have proposed a set of 11 inference rules for
threat reduction and have evaluated the commonly used four
MFA methods, in the next section.

THREAT REDUCTION CRITERIA
The current practices consider the credential’s safety is only
users’ responsibility [32]. It neither considers user intelligence
nor entertains end user input for the potential threat. There
might be the situations, when end users can better realize the
possible risk of the login devices [32] e.g., presence of
eavesdrop [24], lack of firewall protection, login from
cybercafé or similar forums.

Some service providers use customer’s phone as 2nd factor
for transaction dependent OTP. However, researchers have
proved the conceptual and implementation-specific security
weaknesses of 2nd factor that a malware can easily bypass
[18]. To successfully execute a transaction, some preconditions must be met e.g., for HSBC and NatWest, the last 4
digits of the beneficiary's account number must match. The
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The rapid growth of credential thefts depicts the fact for
urgent need to revisit the credential safety measure and
embark with more user centric control. The criterion set of 11
inference rules, for protection mechanisms need to be
considered while designing a new application to reduce the
potential threat (T) against unauthorized access, summarized
below.
1.

User Privacy (UP): Privacy preservation is to protect the
keys data and resources over the network. Sometimes a
user, who tries to access data from a compromised
network, does not want to reveal high-profile credentials
over the network. User privacy is highly desirable for
financial or business critical applications, where T ≡
(UP)-1

2.

Privacy Preservation (PP): A MFA should be privacy
preserving for user’s secrets, behavior and biometrics
information should be confined only to the user. The
access should consider user centric identity management.
Higher the preservation lesser would be the threat i.e., T
≡ (PP)-1.

3.

Change Flexibility (CF): User characteristics might
change; hence the MFA should be flexible enough to
support these changes and application should be flexible
to synchronize these changes. These flexibilities enable
the greater breadth of subjects (user) to access the greater
depth of objects (application) without specifying
individual relationships between every subject and object.
It makes access control ideal for many distributed or
rapidly changing environments, hence flexibility is
desirable to handle the dynamism of users and its
environments.
If the MFA does not support to
accommodate these changes there would be larger threat
with persistent user characteristics. Hence, more is this
flexibility lesser is the threat i.e., T ≡ (CF)-1

4.

Trustworthiness’ (T): A MFA is trustworthy when it
considers the past behavior along with current contextual
input.

5.

Relationship (R): A MFA can consider user vs. credential
relationship, which decides the permissible assignment
and delegation of task. Stronger the association lesser is
the relational threat.

6.

Risk Assessment (RA): Risk assesment should include
user input during insertion or setup of multifactor.

7.

Context Sensitivity (CS): The contextual information
plays a significant role in access control decisions. The
MFA should be context sensitive e.g. contextual
information (such as location and time) can be used to
define policies for making access control decisions
dynamically. Higher is this level of sensitivity(H/M/L)
lesser would be the threat i.e., T ≡ (CS)-1.

8.

9.

Adaptive Authentication (A2): A provision of selecting
the right authentication factors based on risk profiling.
The decision of selecting one-factor out of two-factor or
selecting few-factor out of multi-factor authentication (as
per the situation e.g. risk-based authentication, presents
the appropriate level of authentication for the given level
of risk). It means the MFA should identify sensitive
feature to provide the adaptive service. A tendency for
adapting the right type of authentication is highly
pertinent. Higher is the adaptability lesser would be the
threat i.e., T ≡ (A)-1.

10. Intention Based Privilege (IP): The application should
consider user’s intent. It supports sensitivity variation e.g.
the high-data sensitive (HDS) activity (money transfer in
banking application or password change), low-data
sensitive (LDS) activity (account balance or check recent
transaction). Sometimes user login to perform only LDS
activity, hence ACM should be robust enough to allow
LDS activity and deny HDS activity. More refined is the
user requirement lesser would be the threat of
exploitation i.e., T ≡ (IP)-1. The traditional AC (one-sizefits-all authentication) methods avoids selecting only lowrisk activities, while deselecting high-risk activities.
However, intention-based selection can benefit financial
or business critical applications. The intention-based
privilege is fundamentally unaddressed in current access
control Mechanisms.
11. Granularity: Access control mechanism should support
two different types of granularity i.e. fine-grained (GF)
and the coarse-grained (Gc). Fine-grained granularity
means the AC facilitate granting differential access rights
to user by allowing flexibility in specifying the access
rights. Coarse-grained means a collection of objects share
the same AC requirements. The MFA should support a
user for authorizing specific groups of objects and
possibly actions. The correct mapping of fine-grained
(GF) with the coarse-grained (Gc) can allow granular
control to the user for obtaining least privilege which is
neither addressed in context of MFA and nor applied in
access control decision. However, higher is this
granularity lesser is the threat i.e., T ≡ (GF& GC)-1.
The existing MFA methods and proposed CLS
framework are compared, on proposed threat reduction
points discussed above and summarized in Table 1. These
would help to build the user-system confidence and
enhance the level of assurance.

Table 1. multifactor evluation based on inference rules

User Centricity (UC): A MFA should have extendable
and richer set of user centric context (profile, capability,
preference, habit, health situation). This would increase
user associativity with her identities, richer is the set
lesser would be the threat i.e., T ≡ (S)-1.
X- No, L-Low, M-Medium, H-High
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ASSURANCE FRAMEWROK
Assurance framework chooses the most acceptable bases of
the available evidence. It signifies the “degree of trust”
graded in terms of the number of eliminated defeaters (i.e. the
reasons for doubt) [19]. Initially every intruder is considered
as defeaters with “zero confidence”. The confidence is built
by eliminating the reasons of doubt on the validity of the
claim (that intruder is not an attacker), evidence (of
associatively) and the inference rules (for protection
mechanism). As the reason for doubt are eliminated,
confidence grows (eliminative induction). The concept of
eliminative induction and defeasible reasoning help for
developing sound and complete arguments [20], to access the
select transaction of a business critical-application.

transaction using selective expression of MFA. Finally,
the 𝐶𝐿𝑆 is obtained through argumentation of valid factor
expressed by the end-user.
Comfort Level (CL): This notion defines the degree of security
sensitivity for data and resources need to be accessed [21]. It
applies the content sensitivity, i.e. the critical value of
resources, data or actions e.g. consequence of changing the
password. The comfort levels rates and maps with layer trust
levels. The traditional monolithic access has slight detrimental
effect from the confidentiality point of view. The proposed
framework suggests the credential dispersal is desirable and
there should be reduction of risk up to an acceptable level as
illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 3. Credential strengthening
Figure 5. Assurance framework risk tolerance
𝐶𝐿1 𝑆: The first level presents the minimal confidence through
asserted credentials. It is used for the transaction, where an
application bears minimum risk during erroneous
authentication. There is no prerequisite constraint on it.
However, it provides minimal assurance to its higher level
that must satisfy the 𝐶𝐿1 𝑆 authentication requirements e.g.
self-registered credential or a MAC address satisfying a device
authentication requirement, or single-factor authentication.
𝐶𝐿2 𝑆: The second level of confidence is requested for
transactions associated with moderate risk. Successful
authentication depends on identity, proving one level above
of 𝐶𝐿1 𝑆.
Figure 4. Assurance Framework

These arguments are based on hierarchy of expression of
credentials i.e., multifactor. Our interest is to know ‘how does
a level of user intent strengthen the security against
unauthorized accesses’. The inference rules suggest setting up
the relationship among the expressions of user’s intent
through multifactor that should be correctly mapped with all
available transactions of the system (during setup). The
comfort level security 𝐶𝐿𝑆 is a function of gradual expression
of MFA for the required transaction. The user intent can
consider the probable risks and request the appropriate

𝐶𝐿3 𝑆: The third level serves a higher confidence
beyond 𝐶𝐿2 𝑆. It is required for transactions, which might
cause substantial risk during erroneous authentication. It
develops higher level of trust by means of expressing multiple
credentials (as factors of authentication).
𝐶𝐿4 𝑆: It is required for next level for critical transactions,
where erroneous authentication might cause greater hazards to
the application. Hence, it demands a higher proof due to the
associated risk e.g. biometric proof or tamper-resistant
hardware devices (for secret or private cryptographic keys).
These levels can be further enhanced. However, for low
profile access, it is not mandatory to present all multifactor
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and it may not always be desirable to realize the
functionalities universally.
Traditional access control systems do not entertain user
consideration during risk assessment and this makes them
inflexible and difficult to adapt with user surroundings and
circumstances [22].

FORMAL VALIDATIONOFFRAMEWORK
Mathematics is an ideal tool for modelling as it provides for
high level of validation. A method is formal if it has sound
mathematical basis. The present section presents the formal
validation of the framework. It presents the two-factor
validity, which is further generalized through induction upto n
multifactor and proves the soundness, correctness and
consistency [23] of the framework. Generalizing upto ℝ𝑛
factor authentication present attacker defender model is
illustrated via game theory. We did the mathematical
modelling for user and adversary in attacking steps on a
business-critical application. The formal method proves how
the proposed framework can reduces possibility of error,
eliminates ambiguity and forms a strong theoretical basis for
security assurance against unauthorized access attack.
The multifactor provides syntactic control which is easy to
memorize and symbolize in logical semantics if it is repeated
with behavioral or intentional response. Hence, introducing
additional cognitive layer of safety by obfuscation.

A. Theorem 1: Soundness
Let for an individual U, ‘Po’ be the list of all possession
vector (i.e. Biometric, Smart Card etc.). Selectively and
collectively if all these factors are enrolled, all or part of it
can be used during authentication phases to exhibit syntactic,
semantic and cognitive constituents.
PROOF: At the time-of-enrolment of possession vector, a user
U generates a key value mU , which is the combination of key
components, e.g. a biometric key Bm by choosing a
random r1 , and/or a card-key Sm by choosing a random r2 ,
and so on. The combined key m should be syntactically, and
semantically ordered; and resolve with cognation constituent
[24]. The length and content of mU forms the key m, makes
the fresh challenge (not pre-determined). The biometric-key
Bm ′ = Bm and/or card-key Sm ′ = Sm are expressed by the
user and make the expression sound for retrievable value of
mU at the time-of-authentication.
B. Theorem 2 - (Two-factor Validity):
Let for an individual U, if there is a knowledge vector ‘Kn’
and a possession vector ‘Po’ (e.g. Smart Card, Biometric etc.)
having its random secrets 𝑟𝑝 or 𝑟𝑘 . , then here is an adversary
Ǝ with either of possession or knowledge vector if the random
secrets 𝑟𝑝 or 𝑟𝑘 is unknown to the adversary Ǝ, the framework
is valid. Critical authentication will not be fully trapped until
either of the secret token remains unknown to an adversary Ǝ.

PROOF: Consider the biometrics of a specific finger, that
forms a knowledge vector; the swap card forms a possession
vector. Let their combination forms the keymU is generated
by a user U whereas mƎ is generated by an adversary Ǝ. For an
individual user U, the two-factor authentication is valid with
respect to the key mU , if their enrolments are valid. The
inclusion of biometric information as knowledge with
possession raises entropy and makes prediction difficult due
to higher random value ri e.g., for the random secret, rp or
rk there is high possibility that mƎ ≠ mU , which makes mƎ
invalid and falsifies the adversary’s claim.

C. Theorem 3 - (Multi-factor Validity):
Let for an individual U, and ‘Po’ be the list of all possession
factors (i.e. Biometric, Smart Card, Geographic location etc.)
and their associated random secrets 𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , … 𝑟𝑛 . Ǝ is an
adversary with list of all possession factors, if the random
secrets 𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , … 𝑟𝑛 are unknown to Ǝ the framework is valid.
Authentication will not succeed until secret token are not in
correct order and remains unknown to the adversary Ǝ.
PROOF: For an individual user U using Multi-factor
authentication, let there be a contribution of user biometrics in
key generation mU while mƎ is generated by an adversary Ǝ.
For true mU and valid enrolment, mƎ ≠ mU makes mƎ invalid
and falsifies the adversary’s claim mƎ . It is difficult to do
reverse engineering for biometric-key and obtain its
knowledge vector. If mƎ happens to be equal to mU the order
remains unknown to the adversary and falsifies their claim. To
make a genuine claim an adversary Ǝ have to guess all
random secrets 𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 ,𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑 , … in correct order. It
makes the task difficult for high entropies. Thus, a multifactor authentication is valid with respect to the key
generation (in an ad-hoc fashion). The key forging will reduce
due to various combinations of mU for its part’s length,
content and order, registered at the time-of-enrolment. That is
also preserves the key privacy.

D. Mathematical modelling of User & Adversory
With reference to the model, underlying collection of
authentication and key-distributions, we have specified an
adversary Ǝ and a legitimate user as the two players. If a
legitimate user is performing all communications in the
presence of an adversary. With an attack intent, the adversary
tries to learn the outgoing messages along with the oracle of
authentication decision (i.e. ‘accepted’ or ‘rejected’). The
mathematical notation of the selection vector is denoted by
πs under a session s. The definition of matching conversation
[25] says that an adversary is benign if deterministic and
restricts its action [21].
The benign adversary Ǝ interacts with the oracles via the
query form(i, j, s, υ/υ′) i.e. sending the message υ to i,
asserting it from j in a session s, interpreted as (πs i,j ). Every
execution can be classified as either error or ! error
depending on adversary’s action. We evaluated CLS
framework as per the secure protocol [25] defined in terms of
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the distribution of conversations and decisions. The adversary
can manage to subvert the run, if he/she can reach at certain
decision i.e., δ = {A, R,∗}. Here ′δ′ = A/R, suggests ′accept′
or ′reject′ respectively. The acceptance usually does not occur
until the end of execution although rejection may occur at any
time. The ‘*’ suggests, that ‘player sends no message’ or ‘the
player has not yet reached any decision’. The υ′ means ‘the
player presently does not have any private output’. The
private output of a party will be the exchanging key (as
decided by the party). The required factor avails the required
level of assurance. Hence reduces the attack surface of middle
arena as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Attack defence mechanism fromed with MFA &
Level of Assurance.
Assurance Evidence: If n is a ‘Comfort Level’ evidence (n ≤
m ) i.e. determined by the number of secret tokens ′ST′,
across, to which the different functionality access is dispersed,
this quorum retrieves the “functionality rights”. The secret
token ′ST′ comprises of a randomly generated public/private
key pair privk /pubk (locally at client side). These
randomized contents of ′ST ′ need to be cryptographically
strong [26]. Furthermore, n salt value salt i (alternatively, a
seed to a random sequence generator stored with storage
efficiency) along with its information sequence σ = (n pwi ) is
also stored as ′SP′. We are not particularly leveraging on the
randomness of salt i to derive security but concerned about
safety. Thus, not emphasizing ′SP′ need to be
cryptographically strong.
Assurance Argument: The user and adversary Ǝ are the two
participants request to gain access. ∑i,j (πs a,b ) represents the
secret pattern ′SP′[27] of selective security token ′ST′. As per
the protocol, there are two partner oracles (πs a′ ,b′ ) and
(πs b′,a′ )of passive attack, where an adversary Ǝ wants the
access on the critical functionality. Hence, we need to present
the supporting evidence to justify the claim. An oracle
(πs b,a )can break the access control security but the
application can maintain the safety of high privilege
operations. Execution of (πs a,b )and (πs b,a ) models all kinds
of active attacks on ′ST′, where an active adversary can

eavesdrop all credentials between and in the ′ST′. The
pair(πs a,b , m)models the active attack, where the adversary
sends ′ST′ in′SP′ to get the access response. A login session
can be initiated only if m = σ matches with server oracle.

E. Mathematical modelling of Attacker & defender
The framework is crucial for business-critical application as it
also forms a close system for credential vs. privilege
interaction. The credentials are the multifactor and the
privilege is as per the level of assurance. The interaction
between attacker and defender can be captured as zero
sum1and stochastic game2 i.e., at an instant ‘𝑡’ system state
𝛩can be under the influence of defense action ‘𝑙’ or attacker’s
action ‘𝑎’, forming a fixed pair (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑙𝑖 ), 𝛩(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0 , 𝑡𝑓 ]. An
unanticipated event can change the system state. According to
piecewise deterministic dynamics let the system state evolve
from its initial known state
𝑥(𝑡0 ) = 𝑥0 to ẋ(𝑡) =
𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑢, 𝑤; 𝛩(𝑡, 𝑎, 𝑙)) where x(𝑡) ∈ ℝ𝑛 , 𝑢(𝑡) ∈ ℝ𝑟 is the
user input, 𝑤(𝑡) ∈ ℝ𝑝 is the disturbance.
As per Markov jump process [28] with continuous sample
paths, the rate matrix is 𝜆 = {𝜆𝑖𝑗 }𝑖,𝑗∈S where 𝑆 ≔ {1,2, . . , 𝑠}is
the state space and the transition rates 𝜆𝑖𝑗 ∈ ℝ+ such that for
𝑖 ≠ 𝑗, 𝜆𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0 , and𝜆𝑖𝑖 = 1 − ∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝜆𝑖𝑗 for𝑖 ∈ 𝑆. 𝑙 ∈ Ɫ is the
cyber defense mechanism employed by the framework among
all possible defense actions Ɫ ≔ {𝑙1 , 𝑙2 , 𝑙3 , . . 𝑙𝑁 }and 𝑎 ∈ ₳ , a
cyberattack chosen by the attacker among M possible action
of the attack space ₳ ≔ {𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , 𝑎3 , . . 𝑎𝑀 }. The mixed strategy
of defender is defined as 𝑓(𝑘) = [𝑓𝑖 (k)]𝑁
𝑖=1 ∈ Ӻ𝑘 and for the
attacker
is
defined
as𝑔(𝑘) = [𝑔𝑖 (k)]𝑀
𝑖=1 ∈
Ǥ𝑘 where𝑓𝑖 (k)and𝑔𝑗 (k)arethe probabilities of choosing 𝑙𝑖 ∈ Ɫ
and𝑎𝑖 ∈ ₳, respectively. The Ӻ𝑘 and Ǥ𝑘 are the set of
admissible strategies, defined by
𝑁

Ӻ𝑘 ≔ {𝑓(𝑘) ∈

[0,1]𝑁

: ∑ 𝑓𝑖 (k) = 1}
𝑖=1
𝑀

Ǥ𝑘 ≔ {𝑔(𝑘) ∈

[0,1]𝑀

: ∑ 𝑔𝑗 (k) = 1}
𝑗=1

At time 𝑡, the action pair chosen by attacker and
defender(𝑎, 𝑙) forming a mixed strategy pair (𝑓(𝑘), 𝑔(𝑘)) the
transition rate or more precisely the rate matrix) is defined as.
Prob {𝛩(𝑘 + ∆) = 𝑗|𝛩(𝑘) = 𝑖 𝜆, 𝑎, 𝑙)}
𝜆𝑖𝑗 (𝑓(𝑘)), 𝑔(𝑘)),
={
𝜆𝑖𝑖 (𝑓(𝑘)), 𝑔(𝑘)),

𝑗 ≠ 𝑖,
𝑗=𝑖

and the average transition rate is defined by
𝑁

𝑀

𝜆𝑖𝑗 (𝑓(𝑘)), 𝑔(𝑘)) = ∑. ∑ 𝑓𝑖 (k)𝑔𝑗 (k)ƛ𝑖𝑗 (𝑎i (k), lj (k))
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

One player’s gain is exactly equal to the other player’s loss [29].
The stochastic class of model captures the micro level uncertainties and the
time evolution player’s strategies, by excluding the stochastic capability for
transition decision; it would reduce to Markov-chain model.

1
2
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The user control 𝑢(. ) and disturbance 𝑤(. )are measure able
and piecewise continuous among the space denoted by U and
Ⱳ respectively. If (𝑢, 𝑤) is chosen to be memoryless, it
would be a Markov process [29]. On the other hand, the state
informed closed loop structure has access to 𝑥[𝑡0,𝑡] at time 𝑡
for the controller and the disturbance written as.
𝑢(𝑡) = 𝜇(𝑡, 𝑥[𝑡0,𝑡] ; 𝛩[𝑡0,𝑡] ),

𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0 , 𝑡𝑓 ],

𝑤(𝑡) = 𝑣(𝑡, 𝑥[𝑡0,𝑡] ; 𝛩[𝑡0,𝑡] ),

𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0 , 𝑡𝑓 ]

The performance index for this hybrid control is given as
𝐽(𝑢, 𝑤) ≔ 𝔼𝛩 {𝐿(𝑥, 𝑢, 𝑤; 𝛩)}, where 𝐿 is the effort for state
transition 𝛩[𝑡0,𝑡] ,
is
defined
as
𝐿(𝑥, 𝑢, 𝑤; 𝛩) =
𝑡

𝑞𝑓 (𝑥(𝑡𝑓 ); 𝛩(𝑡𝑓 )) + ∫𝑡 𝑓 𝑐(𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡), 𝑤(𝑡)𝛩(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 +
0
𝑐0 (𝑥0 , 𝛩(𝑡0 )),where 𝑞𝑓 is continuous in𝑥 ; in infinite horizon
case 𝑡𝑓 → ∞ stochastic differential equation have well
defined solution for each 𝜇CL ∈ 𝑀CL and𝑣CL ∈ 𝑁CL . Markov
policies provides saddle-point solution on the product
space 𝑀CL × 𝑁CL .
In this zero-sum two player game, the defense controller
can be viewed as minimizing player and disturbance as the
maximizing player [30] illustrated in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Privilege vs. Credential Game.

The optimal defense mechanism [31] can be imposed by
applying the credential control system in return to control the
privilege up to an optimal level. At a given time k the optimal
privilege can be viewed by physical credential control of
∞

𝑓(𝑘),𝑔(𝑘) 𝑖
(𝑎,

𝑣𝛽 (𝑖, 𝑓, 𝑔) ≔ ∫ 𝑒 −𝛽𝑘 𝔼𝑖
0

𝑐

𝑙; 𝜇CL , 𝑣CL )𝑑𝑘,

The class of mixed stationary strategies 𝑓 𝑖 ∈ Ӻ𝑖 and 𝑔𝑖 ∈
Ǥ𝑖 ,𝑖 ∈ Ѕ.
𝑣𝛽∗ (𝑖) = 𝐿𝛽 (𝑖) = 𝑈𝛽 (𝑖)

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
“One size fits all” access control approach may be sufficient
for non-critical application e.g., online game but the critical
financial application, corporate account, group insurance etc.
It may have various transactions not uniformly used however
the uniform access limits the application’s flexibility that
would tie all the transactions and tasks to one interface. The
insecurity of the multifactor would compromise of the
security of the entire application, forcing various less
frequently used transactions to deal with an unacceptable low
level of assurance. Conversely, the proposed comfort level
interface would entertain user input in the form of specific
multifactor provided by the user for specific level of assurance
for the intended transaction.
To reduce the potential threats against unauthorized access we
discussed the 11 inference rules for protection mechanisms.
While designing a new application the suggested rules can
mitigate the risk of unauthorized access on various tasks by
severely limiting the variety of unintended transactions. This
provides an extra edge of security described with attacker
defender model and formally validated with game theory. It
allows application designers to relate the specific factor that
best addresses user requirements for security, compatibility,
and performance. The entire application can be viewed as
collection of tasks of various transactions, where the selective
expression of multifactor allows specific transaction stack to
be built upon inter dependent tasks. We can achieve the
comfort level security through proposed multifactor
framework. It addresses the conflict of user intend vs.
expression of credential by disallowing unintended
transactions.
We argue this layered access protection mechanism can easily
establish for a new design which includes complete mediation
of user, separation of privilege, economical to implement,
failsafe defaults and psychological acceptability. e.g., the
layered architecture facilitates open design by allowing one to
add another access control layer with its own security policy;
this facilitates separation of privilege by disaggregating the
application components and controlling the inter-AC
communication.
To ensure that framework is attack proof we formally proved
the two possibilities i.e., either privilege is highly restricted
that no attack can cross the system boundaries or system is
capable enough to recover back to its previous stable stage. In
formal validation the Infinite horizon case t f → ∞ states that
perfect security never exists. However, the effort for perfect
security limits the resource usage. The action pair yields
strategic balance of privilege system for bringing back to its
normal state and partial credential that prevent the framework
from full failure.

The incur effort c i (a, l; μCL , vCL )has two components, effort
inflicted on performance index from the action pair i.e. over
privilege system and impact aware credential system. The
coupling between privilege mechanism and credential
mechanism captures the tradeoff between resilience and
security [33].
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APPENDIX - A

Authentication: It confirms the user’s identity. ‘who you are’
is a two-step process consisting of Identification &
Authentication (I&A). Identification is how a user ‘subject’
presents a specific identity (such as a username) to a system
‘object’. Authentication is the process of verifying that
identity. It can be implemented by providing the username
and password. This can be treated as a low-level security.
Identification and Authentication (I&A).


Identification is the act of claiming a specific identity.
Authentication is the act of verifying that identity.



Identification uniquely identify the user (or system/
process) and shouldn’t identify that user’s role.

Intention: ‘what you want do’ defines your willingness to do
specific action (transaction).
Privilege: ‘what you can do in this session’ defines the range
of authority in a login instant.
Authorization: ‘what you can do at max’ defines the rights
and permissions granted to a user account or process. After a
system authenticated a user, authorization determines what
that user can do with a system or resource.
Accountability: ‘what you did’ the capability to associate
users and processes with their actions. Audit trails and system
logs are components of accountability. Non-repudiation
means that a user (username Madame X) can’t deny an action
because her identity is positively associated with her actions.
The Principle of Least Privilege: Assigning just the barest
minimum of privilege needed for the user to perform her
authorized duties.
Need-to-Know Access: The high sensitive resources are
compartmentalized with implementation of additional level of
formalized access approval. Subjects are granted access to
these resources when they can justify their task-related reason
for access.
Excessive Privilege and Creeping Privileges:


Excessive privilege when a user has more access,
privilege, or permission than their assigned tasks dictates.
These excessive unnecessary privileges should be
revoked from the user account.



Creeping privileges user account accumulating privileges
over the time with their job roles and assigned tasks
changes. Creeping privileges result to excessive privilege.
Both of these issues can be prevented with properly
applying the principle of least privilege.
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APPENDIX - B

Password Method
Multi Factor Authentication:
Something you

Identification &
Authentication,

Assurance

Authorization &
Accountability
Method/framework

I&A

Auth

Account

Know

Have

Are

Behave

Accuracy

Characteristic

De-Merits

Password/

Yes

Full

No

Yes

No

No

No

Static

Length/Static/
Limited
Attempts

Complexity/Aging/

Passphrase
Kerbros

History

Yes

No

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dynamic

-

SSO

-

Full

-

-

No

No

No

Low

Trust based

-

OTP

Yes

Full

-

Yes

Yes

No

No

High

Dynamic

Device Dependent

-

Full

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Picture Password

Yes

Full

No

Yes

No

No

No

Medium

Pictorial
Memory

Low Entropy

Pico

Yes

Full

Yes

Yes

No

No

Medium

Dynamic

Device Dependent

S/Key protocol

Biometric Method
Multi Factor Authentication:
Something you

Identification &
Authentication,

Assurance

Authorization &
Accountability
Method/framework

I&A

Auth

Account

Know

Have

Are

Behave

Accuracy

Characteristic

De-Merits

Voice recognition

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Medium

Analyze phonetic
or
linguistic patterns

textdependent

Signature dynamics

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Medium

Keystroke dynamics

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Low

Dwell, Seek/flight
time
producing
mathematical data

Sensitivity
varies
w/speed &
force

Iris pattern

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

High

More accurate than
retina pattern &
remain stable
throughout life.

Lease
accuracy

Retina pattern

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Medium
Vascular pattern

Fingers/hands

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Medium

Vascular pattern
Veins pattern
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Privacy
concerns
Fears of eye
damage
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Token Method
Multi Factor Authentication:
Something you

Identification &
Authentication,

Assurance

Authorization &
Accountability
Method/framework

I&A

Auth

Account

Know

Have

Are

Behave

Accuracy

Static password

Yes

-

-

Yes

Yes

No

No

Static

Characteristic

DeMerits

Store a static
password

Easy to
crack

or digital
certificate
Dynamic password

Yes

-

-

Yes

Yes

No

No

Dynamic

Challenge-response

Yes

-

-

Yes

Yes

No

No

-

Dynamic password
Oauth protocol
Open ID connect

Synchronous

Asynchronous
Yes

Service

No

No

Yes

No

No

High

-

Full

No

No

Yes

No

No

Low
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Partial access
of API

